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Campus News 
Fudan Ranks Top 80 Among Universities in the World 

 

 

In the evening of May 4th, London time, Times Higher Education published the list of 

“World Reputation Rankings 2016”, on which Fudan is among the top 80 for the first time, 

ranking third among universities in the mainland of China. This shows our growing 

worldwide reputation. 

Since firstly released by the Times Higher Education in 2011, the list of “World Reputation 

Rankings 2016” has served as the supplementary material for "World University Rankings", 

investigating the reputation of university education and research. It emphasizes the brand 

value of universities, and reflects their competitiveness in talents attraction, business 

investment and scientific partners. 

The ranking result is based on the questionnaires from 10,323 well-known scholars from 133 

countries. Apart from Fudan University, Tsinghua University, Peking University, Shanghai 

Jiao Tong University and Zhejiang University are also on the list.  

  

    (Edited from web news) 

 



Research Spotlight  
“University·Innovation·China-US Relations”2016 Fudan 

Development Forum was Successfully Held 

 

On April 5, 2016, co-hosted by Fudan Development Institute, Fudan-UC Center on 

Contemporary China and “The Program to Promote China-US Friendship, Trust and 

Cooperation”, “University·Innovation·China-US Relations” 2016 Fudan Development Forum 

was held in Lecture Hall of Yifu Building. The forum was moderated by Associate Professor 

of School of International Relations and Public Affairs, Fudan University, Professor Jiang 

Changjian. 

 
 

Prof. Khosla and Prof. Cowhey gave speeches successively on “The Public Research 

University and the Emerging Global Innovation Landscape”. They pointed out that a good 

university played an essential role in the positive development of a city’s economy. They 

explained how to break boundaries among different disciplines to better study and convey 

global policies, and how to respond to challenges for global economy through innovation. 

Both of them stressed that a model of cooperation between Fudan University and University 

of California, San Diego had already been on the track. 

In conversation session, Prof. Jiang and all the guests deepened the discussion on strategies to 

break the boundaries among disciplines, incentive mechanisms for interdisciplinary research, 

and the environment and culture for innovation. Prof. Khosla believed that apart from 



innovation strategies, favorable innovation culture and environment is of great significance 

for talents cultivation. Prof. Cowhey held that governments should play a more active role in 

supporting the innovation and entrepreneurship of middle and small-sized enterprises. It’d 

better for local governments to provide information network and talents supports when the 

entrepreneurs meet problems such as financing difficulties, poor information and etc. 

(Source from Fudan Development Institute) 

 

China ABC 
EVERLASTING LOVE ：Mothers Make Embroidered Swaddles for 

Children   

 

Beishan is an embroidered swaddle,or wrap,that women use to carry babies on their backs. 

Beishan is widely used by minority groups in southwestern China.In that region,women begin 

to learn how to embroider when they are young girls .Each woman makes the finest 

embroidery possible on the swaddle to express her best wishes to the child. Throughout the 

centuries, the Beishan has developed from an ordinary swaddle to a form of ethnic art. 

More than 20 minority groups—including the Miao,Buyi,Dong,Shui and Yi—live in 

southwestern China .People from those minority groups have their own traditional 

costumes.They consider the beishan ,the embroidered swaddles,which they use to carry their 

children ,to be a necessity.  



 

Most  embroidered swaddles are in the shape of a “T”A swaddle has a heart part ,two hand 

parts, a  bottom part and a cover. The heart part is an embroidered cloth that is about 50 

square centimeters.The swaddle’s hand parts are two long embroidered belts that are between 

10-15centimeters wide . Mothers place woven-bamboo or felt into the heart part to keep the 

swaddle warm .The bottom part keeps the child in the swaddle, while the cover protects the 

child from the wind and rian.The hand parts tie the swaddle to the mother’s body. 

In southwestern China,an embroidered swaddle is a child’s lucky charm.It is also seen as the 

mother’s connection to her child .If the child dies young of unnatural cause,the embroidered  

swaddle must be destroyed .If the child grows up healthily,the mother will keep the swaddle 

as a souvenir.The embroidered swaddle has historical and cultural meanings .It is seen as the 

“mother’s art” 

                                                            

(Source from Women of China) 

 
Recommended Events  
Upcoming Campus Events 

http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/ 

 

 

 

Upcoming Social Events 

20. May—22. May        Topic: 2016 Longines China Tour Shanghai Station 

whole day                    Venue: Shanghai World Expo Equestrian Park    

http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/


          

 

21. May—22.May  Topic: The Underwater Bubble Show In Shanghai 

10:30—15：30     venue: Shanghai Himalayas Art Center—Daguan Theater                    
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